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Annual Junior-Senior Dance To Be Held Tommorow Night

TIGER TRACK* TEAM* WINS STATE CUP
APPOINTED
Clemson Jungaleers To WALBREP
Carter
Shines
As
Old
EDITOR T HANDBOOK
Offer Melody For Event FOR 1935^936 ISSUE Records Are Shattered
Central Dance Association to
Sponsor Saturday Night
Affair
LARGE DANCE LIST

RANDY HINSON IS ELECTED
TO (BLOCK C PRESIDENCY
At a dinner held in the college banquet hall Wednesday
evening, Randy Hinson, star
varsity quarterback, and outfielder on the baseball team,
was elected president of the
Block C Club for next year.
Tate Horton, football and tennis
star, was named vice-president,
and Harry Shore, captain of next
year's football squad and outstanding baseball player, was
elected secretary and treasurer.
The men will take office immediately.

Once again, much to the delight
of the dance lovers of the state,
the time has come for Clemson's
annual Junior-Senior.
Tomorrow
night the cadets, resplendent in
white ducks and
blouses with
gleaming brass, will escort their
charming guests to the fleldhouse
to enjoy the distinctive melodies
of the Jungaleers.
The large number of girls' names
which has appeared on the dance
list indicates that the formal dance
Friday night will be well attended.
The members of this year's Junior
class have spared no efforts to make
this Junior-Senior one of the most
enjoyable dances ever to be held on
Informal Banquet Given in
the campus.
On Saturday night,
•the dance to be sponsored by the
Honor of Visitors
C- D. A., is also expected to attract
The student chapter of the ASME
quite a crowd of pleasure seekers.
Jim Farmer has had the Junga- at Clemson was the host of the
Greenville chapter of the ASME at
(Continued on page two)
an informal banquet held in the
college banquet hall Saturday night,
May 4. The Greenville Chapter is
a senior organization made up ef
graduates of Mechanical Engineering.
INTERESTING PROGRAM
Metz Is Elected to Presidency
Following the banquet, the group
of Campus Chapter
assembled in the lecture room of
the Engineering Building where a
With G. H. Aull as one of the
program had been prearrangd by
main speakers, the annual banquet
the Clemson Chapter. It consisted
of the Clemson , College Alumni
oi four major talks made by stuChapter was served in the Training
dents of the Engineering DepartRoom Thursday night, May 2. Folment.
lowing the dinner, the Chapter,
ALLISON WIXS AWARD
D • comprising
Oconee and Pickens
A beautifully bound auto-biogracounties, elected the following ofphy of John A. Brashaer, President
ficers to serve for the coming year:
of the American Society of MechanPresident, G. E. Metz; Browning
ical Engineers, waa presented to A.
Stevenson; Local Vice-President, R.
W. Allison for the most interesting
L. Lee; Pickens County Vice-Presand best presented talk of the evident, Jim Sfcribling of Pickens;
and Oconee County Vice-President, ening.

Roy Cooper Retained as Advisor to Editors
WORK BEGINS SOON

R. S. Cureton, of Seneca.
BRYAN, RETIRING PRESIDENT TEXTILE OFFICIALS TO
HOLD CONCLAVE HERE
A. B. Bryan, Agricultural Editor
of the Clemson Extension Service,
Over one hundred and fifty Overand Joe Brown of the Treasurer's
Office, are the retiring President seers and Superintendents of the
Southern Textile Association are to
and Secretary respectively.
assemble kere Saturday May 11.
Sponsored by the School of Textiles
of Clemson College, the meeting
will begin at 9:30 Saturday mornInfluence is the effluence of an ing in the Engineering hall.
affluence.
MEMBERS INCLUDE ALUMNI
—HoltzendorlT
In the organization, which covers Southern States from Virginia
From the standpoint of efficiency to Texas, many of Clemson's Texa mule and a football player are tile School Grads are outstanding
very much alike.
and quite a few of these will re—Fulmer turn to the campus Saturday.

By Their Words

END TRACK CAREERS
Ackis, Ford, McMahon, Dill
ard, Robinson and Blackwell Graduate

Clemson Wins with Record
Total of 71 5-6 Points;
P. C. Places Second
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BLACKWELL STARS

J. W. Waldrep of Greenville was
recently appointed Editor-in-Chief
of The Student's Handbook, a publication published annually by the
Young Men's Christian Association
at Clemson College, for the 193 51936 issue.
ROY COOPER IS ADVISOR
J. Roy Cooper, Associate Secretary of the local Y. M. C. A., was
reappointed as Y. M. C. A. Advisor
for next year. Mr. Cooper has acted in this capacity for several years
and has proved himself quite beneficial to the Editors and their staffs.
(Continued on page two)

ASME Entertains
Greenville Club MANY CINDER STAR

LOCAL ALUMN! ARE
FETEOJT BANQUET

To Play At Finals

Oznic Nelson, famed orchestra
leader who will bring his musicians to Clemson to play for the
last dance of the Final Series on
Monday, June third. Nelson is a
graduate of Rutgers University,
was a star quarter-back and an
outstanding student leader. Since
graduation a few years ago he
has made his way to the top of
the music world, appearing on the
popular NBC Baker's Broadcast
with Joe Penner at present.

The Royal Bengals brought the
curtain down last Saturday in
Clinton on a most successful track
season by walking away with the
11th annual South Carolina track
and field meet with a record total
of 71 5/6 points, breaking two out
of four new records. Presbyterian
CoHege took second place with 39
points, Furman third with 18 1/3,
Carolina 17, Newberry 7, Wofford
6, and The Citadel 4 5/6.
NEW RECORDS
New records were established in
tlie 440 yard dash by P. C.'s captain, Bill Clark, who breezed over
the 1/4 mile stretch in 50.2 seconds, by Bob King of Furman In
the discus with a throw of 135
feet 8 1/6 inches, bettering the
old mark by a mere 1/6 of an
(Continued on page eight)

I P. I, WINS HONORS
AT JUDGING CONTEST

Track careers at Clemson will
end for 7 outstanding seniors wiih.
the Southern Conference meet in
Durham next Friday and Saturday,
State College of Mississippi Is
May 17 and 18. Fire of these men
Second in Competition
will be entered in this carnival
while three of the others have alV. P. I., Virginia's State Agriready turned in their sweat clothes Outstanding Junior Will Lead
cultural
College,
captured
high
and spikes and are making the most
Crack Drill Unit at
honors of the day here May 3, by
of the few remaining weeks before
McCleilan
winning first place in 'the seventh
graduation.
annual
Eastern States IntercolleFORD ENTERED
Robert F. Scott, of Blacksburg
giate
Judging
Contest sponsored by
Coach Howard will enter Harris was elected leader of the present
the
Eastern
Agricultural
coleges.
Ford in the 100 and 220 yard dash- Junior Platoon, crack drill unit,
SIX COLLEGES ENTER
es, Earl Robinson in the 440, Bill Tuesday night.
Scott will leaa
Representatives
from the agriDillard in the shot, Chalmers Mc- the platoon in the annual corps
Mahan in the high jump, and Cap- area competitive drill at Camp Mc- cultural colleges of Virginia, North
Carolina, Florida, Tennessee, and
tain BubbeT Blackwell, state record Clellan this summer.
Mississippi participated in the conholder, in the javelin. The other
He is eminently fitted for his pofourth year men are Cutie Altaian, sition, having carried off first hon- test. Because of the rules barring
the college sponsoring the contest
and Ken Ackis.
ors for Fourth Corps Area CMTC
Ford has really just developed in trainees last summer and having from entering, Clemson entered no
the last two years. Last year he led the sophomore platoon last year. contestants this year.
MISSISSIPPI WINS SECOND
(Continued on page eight)
(Continued on page two)
The State College of Mississippi
won second place with Tennessee
'35 OFFICERS NAMED
■State following third by a very
FOR BETA SIGMA CHI close margin.
North
Carolina
State finished fourth with the UniAt the last regular meeting of the
(Continued on page two)
Roy Cureton,
Clemson YMCA Beta Sigma Chi the officers for next
cabinet member, was elected at the year were elected. Robert E. Grarecent Camp Barstow conclave to ham of McClellanville succeeded
the position of President of the McCoy Platt as president. The oth1936 State YM-YWjCA Officers Cab- er new offcers are: J. J. Miikell,
inet Training Conference.
vice-president, C. E. Farmer, Jr.,
The R. W. Simpson medal, given
OTHER OFFICERS NAMED
treasurer, and H. F. Sander, sec- annually to the best drilled cadet
Other officers of next year's con- retary.
in the Clemson corps, will this year
ference are: Joyce Frankfort, ConAs the old officers, most of whom be presented by J. G. Simpson of
verse, vice-president; Anna Marian are seniors, will be busy preparing Chattanooga, son of the donor.
Busbee, Winthrop, secretary; and for exams, the new officers will
The competition for the award
Dean McGowan, Citadel, treasurer. take charge immediately.
will come during commencement.

R.F. Scott Named
Platoon Leader

Cureton Elected To
Conclave Presidency

Simpson To Present
Annual Drill A ward

TWO

JUDGING
JUNIOR-SENIOR DANCE COLLEGIATE
CONTEST HELD HERE
SCHEDULED TOMORROW (Continued from page one)
(Continued from page one)
leers practicing steadily to perfect
new arrangements, and Clemson's
own musicians are prepared to render the latest popular melodies in
their inimitable style. The featured
vocalists will be Frank All, "Pie"
Webb, Jeff Davis, and Dwight Chapin. This group of vocalists has
created quite a sensation wherever
the orchestra has played.
WIGINGTON DECORATOR
Decorations for the dance are under the direction of T. A. Wigington.
All other work in connection with
the dance is under the direct supervision of the Junior Class officers.

R. F. SCOTT TO LEAD
J
35 JUNIOR PLATOON
l
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(Continued from page one;

versity of Florida fifth.
MEDALS AWARDED
A gold medal was awarded V.
P. I., high scoring team of the day;
Gold medals were presented to JH. Eller of V. P. 1. and A. C. Anderson and J. R. Runnells of Mississippi State for the first, second
and third individual high scoring
honors respectively.
ELLER IS HIGH SCORER
J. H. Eller was also awaTJTCet^
medals for high individual scores
in classes of mules, swine and beef
cattle. A. C. Anderson of Mississippi was high scorer in the
classes of sheep.
N. C. STATE NEXT YEAR
The contest is to be held at
N. C. State next year. The contest
held here this year was under the.
directorship of Professor L.
V.
Starkey of the Animal Husbandry
Department.

He is an engineer, a first sergeant,
president of the junior class, a
member of Tau Beta Pi, a member
Scott recently returned from a
of the Tiger Brotherhood, a pledge trip lo Washington where he reto Scabbard and Blade and Blue ceived the Pershing Medal for disKey, and a member of the varsity tinguished attainment in military
track team.
education.

WALDREP APPOINTED
EDITOR "Y" HANDBOOK

Editorial

(Continued from page om«)

MOVING TOWARD THE GOAL
HOSE INTERESTED IN CLEMSON and its future
will feel keenly the trust and confidence placed in
the college by the state legislature, when that body
recently passed an enabling act allowing the institution to borrow sufficient PWA funds to erect a sorely-needed agricultural building.
Since its foundation the ideal of the college has been to
expand the service which it offers, to be more than an educational factory where high school graduates are put on a
four-year treadmill and evolved in a blaze of oratory and ribbon-wound diplomas.
Clemson is reaching that goal, but not by mere chance.
Work, hard work is accomplishing its aim. In the early days,
when a few small buildings comprised the institution, Clemson
took a half-million dollars that might well have gone into its
coffers, and spent the money in the initiation and maintenance
of such activities as the Smith-Lever extension work, agricultural experiment stations, tick eradication, and livestock sanitation work.
Recognition has been paid Clemson by the law-makers
of this state, representatives of the people of South Carolina.
With pardonable pride we can state that the faith of the state
in the college will serve as an incentive toward an expansion
and continuation of the service rendered by those connected
with Clemson.

"THEYBOUT

The committee named to assist
the Editor in putting out the publication consist of W. A. Lee, W. K.
Lewis, W. M. Simpson, W. B. Cloaninger and B. T. Lanham. All of
these men are actively engaged In
local Y. M. C. A. work.
WORK BEGINS IMMEDIATELY
The handbook next year will be
divided into five sections consisting
of General Information, Information
to Freshmen, Y. M. C. A., Athletics,
Organizations and Clubs. Work is
to begin on the book at an early
date and it is expected to be in the
hands of the printers by the first
of June.
VIRGINIA TECH
The old grinder
that tells us
"Where there is a will there is a
way" has been proven again.
The VIRGINIA TECH tells us
that freshman at Loyola College
found that he could not take notes
fast enough to keep up with the
Prof, and solved the difficulty admirably. He simply hired a stenographer to take the lectures down
in shorthand.

m

ATHLETES SKf £ camels for ye^
GENB

w»?TT^fe*
who has smo
onship goher> wu
IXSTzBN, champ*

The mild cigarette the athletes smoke
is the mild cigarette for YOU!
A cigarette so mild you can smoke all you
want — that's what athletes say about
Camels. And when a champion talks about
"condition"—"wind"—healthy nerves—real
tobacco mildness—he's got to know.
Gene Sarazen says: "Playing as much as I
do—I have to keep in condition. I smoke
Camels steadily. They are so mild they never
get my 'wind'—never upset my nerves."
Other athletes back him up
"I smoke
all the Camels I want, and keep in top condition," says Mel Ott, slugger of the New
York Giants
Georgia Coleman, Olympic

TOUCAN SMOKE
ALL YOU WANT!

diver, says: "Camels don't cut down on my
'wind.' "... Bill Miller, oarsman; Jim Lancaster, N. Y. U.'s 1934 basketball captain;
John Skillman, pro squash racquets champion—hundreds of sports stars smoke Camels
regularly and report that Camels never get
their "wind" or nerves.
What this mildness means to you!... It
means you can smoke Camels all you want!
Athletes have made this discovery: Camel's
costlier tobaccos are so mild, they can
smoke all they please, without disturbing
their "wind" or nerves.

CONDITION IS IMPORTANT TO YOU TOO-on vacation, in college,
at ho.me. You can keep "in condition," yet smoke all you please!
Athletes say: "Camels never get your wind."

Camels

COSTLIER
TOBACCOS!

• Camels are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS
— Turkish and Domestic — than any other popular brand.

© 1935, S. J. Reynolds Tab. Co.

{Signed) R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY, Winston-Salem, N. C.
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Supplement Outlines Recent YMCA Activities
INFORMAL DANCE SERIES SPONSORED BY
ASSOCIATION MEETS WITH SUCCESS HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Crawford Are
Lauded on Successful
Management of
Affairs
HUNDREDS ATTEND
Starting last September, the series of informal dances and socials
sponsored by companies and other
er groups, and presented by the
YMCA, have become one of the
most important factors in the social
life of the campus.
YMCA RESPONSIBLE
In attempting to meet the need
for social activities the Y has striven to supplement all other activities and to try to arrange a sufficient number of parties and socials so that every student at Clemson would have fairly frequent opportunities to partake of this much
needed form of entertainment.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Crawford
have done seme exceptionally good
work in connection with these weekend entertainments held in the club
rooms of the Y.
The YMCA is
indebted to many young ladies in
Anderson, Greenville and neighboring communities for their cooperation in helping with these dances and social programs.
Many
parents have cooperated and assisted with transportation of their
daughters and other young lady
friends.
RECORDS KEPT
Records of these social programs
are kept. The names of visitors,
names and addresses of young ladies, and the names of Clemson students are all kept as a matter of
record; also the Company or organization sponsoring the social, the
type of music and entertainment,
and other data that might be
useful in a study of the social life
at Clemson are kept on record. Approximately 4 0 of these entertainments have been given during the
past scholastic year, six of these
being for members of the faculty,
approximately thirty for students,
and several for high school boys
and girls.
DANCING FAVORITE
The chief feature that commends
these small gatherings is the fact
that people may get to know each
other better; and the club rooms
of the Y and the furniture are in
keeping with these smaller gatherings. The cost is held at a mini
mum in the interest of getting approximately one hundred and sixty
to two hundred persons to attend
each party.
Musical programs,
round dancing, square dancing,
stunts, and games are all participated in. The round dance is generally a favorite with the college
student, although visiting groups
have shown preference for other
forms of entertainment as well.
Economics is still in a backward
state and economists have not yet
earned the right to be listened to attentively.—John Maynard Keynes, British economist.

Hundreds of Clemson men enjoy
the benefits of the tank in the YM
CA yearly and in addition the pool
is used by the swimming team for
meets and practice.
The pool is comparatively small,
being 60 feet by 20 feet and having
a capacity of 72,000 gallons of water, yet by means of continuous circulation and filtration this small
body of water serves as a placo
where students are tested for their
ability to swim.
Out of more
than 500 freshmen this past September at Clemson only 27 were
unable to pass the swimmers test.
' SWIMMING TEAM
The Clemson swimming team, foi
three successive years were holders of the State Championship and
this year a close contender for the
Southern Conference Championship,
trains in the Y pool. The members
of this team, under the leadership
of Cadet Allison have made remarkable progress in this sport at
Clemson. Hundreds of high school
boys have been given visiting privileges in the Clemson Y pool. During the summer months, the Y pool
is the scene of enjoyment and spirited activities on the part of a
large number of boys and girls who
live on the campus or who come to
the Y from nearby homes.

Blue Ridge Scene

., ■_

Prof. S. M. Martin, number of
the mathematics faculty of the
School <of General Science, who
has served as chairman of the
advisory board for the YMCA
for many years.

OUTSTANDING LEADERS
LAUD YMCA ACTIVITIES

Since the beginning of the current school year approximately ten
thousand persons have attended the
vesper programs at the Clemson
YMCA, thirty programs being given. Outstanding speakers include:
Dr. E. W. Sikes, President of the
college; Dr. D. W. Daniel; the
campus Ministers; outstanding Faculty members; M,'r. Jesse R. Wilson,
General Secretary of the Student
Volunteer Movement; visiting musicians and speakers from W&nthrop
College, The University of Georgia,
Columbia College, Limestone College, Furman University, University of South Carolina, Presbyterian
College; ministers of neighboring
communities including Mr. Charlie
Douglas, Mr. Eugene Wilson, Mr.
J. O. Smith, Mr. L. P. Hollis and
Parker musicians, Mr. T. B. Lanham, Dr. John McSween; and some
Alumni including Mr. Leon Clayton, Mr. Wade B. Perry, and Mr. J.
S. Carpenter.

"You are to be greatly com
BLUE RIDGE SUMMER
mended for the splendid series of
AWARDS GIVEN CADETS
Sunday afternoon
musical
proR. C. Commander, Roy Cureton,
grams, and for the addition to the
social life of the students by hav- Perry Langston, and W. A. Lee,
ing company socials and dances." have been given scholarships at
J. C. Littlejohn, Blue Ridge for the summer of 1935.
Business Manager. Clemson College has been signally
honored in having this number of
"I have heard favorable com- students selected on the Blue Ridge
ments concerning the pograms that Staff. This is the first time in the
you have been putting on at the history of the Clemson College
Y. I think you are setting a fine Young Men's Christian Association
example in correlating social ac- that four students have held such
tivities with your Y program."
positions in the same summer. These
B. O. Williams, Acting Head men will take an active part in all
Department of Agricultural the programs sponsored at this conEconomics.
ference ground.

Looking between the great columns of Robert E. Lee Hall at
Blue Ridge.

PLANS ANNOUNCED FOR
INTRAMURAL TOURNEY
In an effort to further athletic
competition between the cadets and
to "discover" men for next year's
team, Coach Frank Howard has
announced plans for the annual
intramural track meet to be held
on Riggs Field Wednesday afternoon May 15, at 4:15. Unlike the
meet of last year only freshmen
and sophomores will be eligible
and only those who were not members of the freshman and varsity
track squads.
INSTRUCTION GIVEN
Contestants will be given help
and instruction between now and
Wednesday by Howard and assistants and every man is urged to
try out for some event.

K&E SLIDE RULES
.

EMINENT SPEAKERS.
Training Courses Offered to
MUSICIANS FEATURE
Officials; Expenses Are
VESPERS PROGRAMS
Nominal
According to an announcement
from Blue Ridge officials, the summer school this summer will again
include a course for YMCA student
presidents which will run from June
18 to July 24.
SOUTH FIRST
The South was the first region in
America to offer such instruction
to student leaders. This school has
run each summer successfully for
ten years Those Associations which
are most alive have been eager to
have their newly elected Presidents
there.
Y GRADUATE SCHOOL
The School is conducted under
the auspices of the YMCA Graduate
School with the full cooperation of
the secretaries and the field council
of the National Movement.
SCHOLARSHIPS OFFERED
The YMCA Graduate School offers
a scholarship of $40 to cover tuition so that the total expense is
room for five weeks—$30; meals
$25 to $35 in cafeteria—according
to appetite; and fees $16.25—a total of from $71.25 to $81.25.
WEATHERFORD TEACHES
The course in the Principles and
Personality of Jesus as applied to
the college campus will be taught
by Dr. W. D. Weatherford who was
for 18 years Student Secretary of
the South, and who as President of
the YMCA Graduate School, is still
in very vital contact with student
life.
The course on Campus Problems
and Association Organization will
be taught by Dr. W. D. Weatherford and a group of outstanding
student secretaries.

G-E Campus ^ews

The Symbol
of Your Profession
Choose It With Care!
KEUFFEL & ESSER CO.

OF SOUTHERN YMCA STUDENT PRESIDENTS

HUNDREDS OF STUDENTS
ENJOY BENEFITS OF
YMCA SWIMMING POOL

Log hog Trig Slide
Rule 4090-3 SL with
', K & E Improved ^
Indicator

«ft

Advisory Chairman\\Ml RIDGE TO BE SCENE OF ANNUAL MEET

MADE IN U.S.A.

America $ toremost Manufacturer of Drawing Material;,
NEWYORK HOBOKEN, N. J.
Surveying Instruments and Measuring Tapes
CHICAGO
ST. LOUIS
SAN FRANCISCO
MONTREAL

SYNTHETIC SUNLIGHT
T,HE people whose apartments faced the
-■- lower levels of the ventilating shafts in a
14-story New York apartment house had long
ago given up the hope that direct sunlight
would enter their windows. Imagine their
astonishment one morning not long ago to find
light — lots of it — streaming in. When they
looked, they found not the sun, but 18 of the
sun's able little imitators—General Electric
floodlights. They had been mounted on the
ninth-floor level.
The engineers were thoughtful of the tenants'
feelings. For when the switch is thrown no
sudden glare of light paralyzes unaccustomed
householders in the act of brushing their teeth
or doing setting up exercises, pastimes which
were formerly cloaked in intimate gloom. A
fully automatic synchronous-motor time switch
actuates a dimmer, and the floodlights do not
attain full brilliancy for 15 minutes.

Because of weight and clearance requirements,
however, the route of the shipment was round
about. A check of practically every foot of the
way was made to determine if temporary obstructions could be removed to allow the load
to pass. From Schenectady to Wilkes-Barre,
Pa., the car traveled on the Delaware & Hudson. From Wilkes-Barre, the car was sent to
Hagerstown, Md., on the Pennsylvania Railroad, where it was turned over to the Western
Maryland Railroad. After an extensive detour,
it was delivered back to the Pennsylvania on
its main line just south of the Baltimore
tunnels, which were the principal reasons for
the complicated routing. From there it was
carried directly to the power company's siding
in the District of Columbia.

r

GROANING RAILS
A FEW weeks ago, the rails between Schenectady and Benning, D. C, groaned
under what is believed to be the heaviest load
ever transported on a single car. The load consisted of the generator shaft, rotor, and poles
for a General Electric frequency converter set
being installed at the plant of the Potomac
Electric Light and Power Company to deliver
25-cycle, single-phase power to the Pennsylvania Railroad. The total weight on the rails
was 471,300 pounds.

L ^

> •

FISH LIFE SAVER
*
TTHE people in the New York Aquarium
•*- were very unhappy. Many of their rare
fish were dying of a mysterious malady. An
investigation snowed that the water pumped
into the tanks contained contaminating metal
salts, and that these salts came from the metal
pumps in the system.
They appealed to the H. A. Smith Pump &
Motor Company for help. Mr. Smith began
testing all the nonmetallic substances available
for making pumps. He tried 14 materials and
found that General Electric Textolite was the
only one that would prevent this pollution of
the water and at the same time make a satisfactory pump.
Engineers of the General Electric Plastics
Department were called in, and a new pump
was designed, using five different grades of
Textolite. The pump was so constructed that
no water can come into contact with metal.
96-149FBI

GENERAL « ELECTRIC
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EDITORIAL
REGARDING THE "Y"

of that paper's space has been used
in hurling the epithets "farmer",
"cowherder", "ploughboy" et al in
the general direction of Clemson.
Yet this columnist waxes eloquent
for a half stick, using milking for
the motif and ending with the succulent quotation "Milk on McScuff", proving no doubt that, despite popular opinion Shakespeare
has managed to rear his head
that Jimmy Shirley has acquired
among the fixed bayonets and palanother fair damsel into his flock
metto trees of the Citadel camby the name of Rielly and she also GREASY GIVES FORTH
pus. And in further establishing a
lives in Anderson—flow do you
MESS-HALL REGULATIONS new high for inconsistency, he igkeep them separated, Powerhouse.
Rigid Rules for Future Conduct nores a plea to cut out the baby
-OSCAR SATSLaid Down by Irked Tyrant
talk, printed on the editorial pagt>,
that "Duck" Allison is quite worof Lower Regions
and signs his effort "Big Brudder".
ried over Laura's not coming up to
the last dances. . . This summer
The story went on to make sport BOUNCE
will probably find him visiting Katy of the table manners of the corps
We feel that the sports columns
to keep tab on the brunette babe.
and the general lousiness of the have all completely overlooked
food. At the annual TIGER ban- what was, to us, the most interest-OSCAH SAYSthat Frank M. Hamilton of A quet presented to the staff by Cap- ing event in the recent state track
company says it was fuly worth the tain Harcombe Tuesday night, a meet. It was no less than our Mr.
15 he collected upon rushing out printed menu was placed at each Snyder's stupendous pole vault to
Snydto see the girls who parked in back plate. The placard listed such deli- fame and a second place.
of barracks but is at a complete cacies as Cream of Tomato Soup, er took the leap at 12 feet, rose
loss as to the reason for Reggie Fried Scallops, Broiled Chicken, Jul- to the top of his arc, came down
Williams' presence in the immed- ienne Potatoes, Strawberry Short- ; en the cross-bar, which miracucake, etc.
One the back of the lously didn't fall off, in a sitting
iate vincinity.
menu
was
reprnted
verbatim, head- postion . The bar sagged, Snyder
-OSCAR SAYSline
and
all,
the
story
from the bounded a few times, grasped the
that C. G. White, after an hour's
April
Fool
issue
with
the
line, pole, pulled himself up again, and
practicing with a blade, remembered that he was on N. C. O. but "What THE TIGER thinks of this slid neatly off the bar into the pit
remedied the situation by having food." In the vernacular we would on the other side. All that effort
someone substitute for him so he say, hah, hah, that the joke's on us. for a second place and a mention
in a column that nobody reads.
could man his squad
REPLY
-OSCAR SAYSIt seems that we can't keep from PROJECT
that Little Knot Head would be
getting involved in controversies
In our heart we can't help but
seen hot footing it over to G. W. C.
with those unfortunate gentlemen feel that John C. Calhoun's ghost,
apologizing for his actions Sunday
night if certain "Shots" around who prostitute their genius in the if he but knew of the latest project
here knew about them. We hope scandal columns of the state's col- to honor the great statesman's
he confined them to The Furman lege papers. To be perfectly frank memory, would be proud and hapWe refer to the plan afoot
Furnace and didn't let Winhrop about the thing, and to let our py.
reader in on a professional secret, among a certain group of seniors
have what it is due.
there's a slack season on just now whose loyalty to the Confederacy
-OSCAR SAYSand a bit of bickering with some still burns to the extent that they
that it seems that most of our
other so-called writer does fill up stand when "Dixie" is played.
barracks bugs are talking about the
space.
The point we're getting When lame duck week rolls around
tailspin the beautiful May Queen
around to in our own subtle fashion these gentlemien intend to don linover at Winthrop took while prancis the reply we feel it our duty to en suits, broad black hats, string
ing to the rostrum. Also a few
make to the Citadel BULLDOG'S ties, and a deep Southern accent
mentions of the flimsy, extra ultra
response to the irking we did p.t and spend an entire day sitting on
thin veil worn by some so-called
their dragging up that old "A the veranda of the Calhoun mandancer.
Clemson Man Needs No Introduc- sion sipping mint juleps and call-OSCAR SAYStion" gag.
In last week's paper ing each other "Cunnel". We trust
that "Just call me Al" Courie
an entire column was devoted to that the mint won't be crusted.
was seen strolling towards the Lan- laying into Mr. Boesch and us.
der bus Sunday afternoon, straw First the gentleman apologized
WEEK'S OUTSTANDING
hat and all—later seen strolling profusely for using an old gag and
CADET
away from above mentioned bus,
then used the rest of his plot of
Prof. R. E. Ware who had an
straw hat and that's all.
worn theme. If he should chance entire zoology class walk to Pen-OSCAR SAYSto look over a few back copies of dleton on a field trip while he
that Archie Watson and Bill Dob- the GAMECOCK he would find that rode along in an automobile and
bins have joined the ranks of from 1898 to the present date half sneered at them.
Charles Columbus 'Yarddog' Gibson
as a result of recent trip to Columbia last Friday.

SCVL

"SAVS:

NE OFTEN WONDERfS whether Clemson men realize just how much the local organization of the
Young Men's Christian Association means to the
Clemson College campus. Especially during the
past two years has the "Y" been unusually active, and as a
result its influence has reached practically every man that is
connected with the college.
Many people are prone to assume that the activities of
the "Y" are limited to a religious scope alone; however, this
is not the case in the Clemson "Y", for in addition to the
weekly forums which are held among various groups in barracks, to the cabinet and class council meetings, to the Sunday
afternoon Vesper services, and to the numerous musical programs which are offered by visiting collegiate choirs, the
YMCA has proved its worth in providing social and recreational life for the Clemson student that he would not otherwise have.
Since the beginning of the current school year, various
student groups have had socials in the club rooms of the "Y"
almost weekly. This offers the Clemson student a form of entertainment which here-to-fore has never been extended him.
The number of students at Clmson that attend dances are in
the minority; for the students who do not attend, the "Y" is
the main center of social life. For instance, at the JuniorSenior dance which is to be held tomorrow night, what would
such students do for entertainment when dancing is the only
kind furnished, if it were not for the fact that the "Y" furnishes entertainment for them, not only on such occasions but
in everyday life?
Aside from the social life, one cannot fail to appre•
OSCAR SAYS
ciate what it means for cadets to find here many means of that Bland Timmerman accused
passing leisure hours—the swimming pool, the picture show the wrong person of writing this
and especially the ping pong and pool tables, and others. A masterpiece but Oscar also knew
casual glance toward Bowman Field on almost any afternoon about the little diamond engageof late would be sufficient indication to anyone of the pro- ment ring given to the Campus W)ifitable pleasure cadets are deriving from the intramural sports dow many a year ago by a present
Cadet Captain.
program sponsored by the "Y".
-OSCAR 8AYSNot only are there varieties of amusements offered for that Dobby Dobson, Spearman's
Clemson men at the "Y" but those who are so inclined have stooge and vice versa, had a very
a wonderful opportunity of learning something about moral charming show of whte and pearl
leadership. In its cabinet and class council meetings, Vesper gray gabardine at the social Satservices, and forums the "Y" is at its zenith. Through such urday night—models were Swails,
activities as these does the "Y" command respect and good diminutive platinum blonde and
lanky Jake Woodward.
will. With at least eight per cent of the Clemson students
OSCAR SAYS
doing active leadership work with the "Y" the influences of __that Red Nesbit the Rock Hill
moral leadership are extended to all members of the Clemson flash seems to be on the down grade
cadet corps, and the opportunities for developing such lead- in the eyes of C Square Stribling
since John "Ego" Troutman has
ership cannot be ignored.
come
on the horizon.
Through the efforts of Mr. Holtzendorff, secretary of the
OSOAS SAYS
local YMCA, Mr. Cooper, Mr. Crawford, Mrs. McCaw, and
that it has come to a pretty pass
|Mr. Kirchner, Clemson has in its midst a first class campus when D. "Dankhead" Page misses
organization which deserves all the credit it is given and formations to get in the messhall
more. We should shudder at the picture that would come if early and get a chair . . not a
we tried to visualize Clemson without this indispinsable insti- stool.
tution.
(Continued on page five)

LAST LAUGH
Some weeks ago when the present staff gained its incumbency one
of the first efforts foisted upon the
unsuspecting public was the Tiger
Rag, the lusty burlesque sheet in
which the editor annually lets off
steam. Among the stories carried
in that memorable edition was the
usual one pertaining to the food as
served in the mess-hall. The article
carried a head reading:

SEVERAL CHOICE THINGS
NOT TO SAY FRIDAY P. M.
This bit of good advice has found
its way to us from Georgetown University. We hope it will save someone's life next weekend.
1. "Gee, aren't you dressed up!"
2. "Why, you look so good I
didn't recognize you."
3. "Mother used to have the
prettiest dress, just like that."
4. "How do you manage to have
such odd looking jewelry?"
5.
"You look like someone I have
met; but it didn't make much impression. I can't seem to thij/k
who it was."
6. "I see you have washed your
hair."

YEARLY ACADEMIC ADVANCE
The Mercer CLUSTER has established a splendid guage of the progress made by students year by
year.
Freshman: I don't know.
Sophomore: I am not prepared.
Junior: I do not recall the exact
wording of the author.
Senior: I do not believe that I
can add any constructive ideas to
what has already been said.

AN ODE TO "BULL"
The Coker PERISCOPE sends us
this little poem. It may or may not
be poetry but it is appropriate.
O beefstake, there upon my plate,
For thee I sigh, on thee I saw,
Why is't thy fibers will not part
That I may fill, my empty maw?
This
world a paradise would be
If I had my life to live over again
I would be more patient and kindly.— If friends would hold as firm as
•thee.
August Heckscher.
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Growth Of YMCA DR. SIKES PORTRAYS
Sports Is Noted
LASTING EFFECTS OF
Intramural Program Aids in
Physical Recreation of
LIFE AT BLUE RIDGE

YMCA President

Students
The
program
of
Intramural
Sports is very fundamentally serving an important need for organized physical recreation for the
student body.
Intramural Sports
have come to mean much in the
lives of many Clemson students
and are now considered as an important phase of student life on
the Clemson campus.
BIGGS STARTED ATHLETICS
It is very interesting to follow
the history of Intramural Sports at
Clemson since the beginning of the
college.
Football, baseball, tennis
and track were the first sports at
Clemson. Varsity sports were first
placed on an organized basis in
1896 by Dr. W. M. Riggs, who for
many years was president of the
college.
It was not until 1931
that Intramural Sports were placed
-on an organized basis by the Clemson College YMCA.
BEGAN IN 1931
Since 1931 Intramural Sports
have grown to be a vital educa
tional factor in the college curriculum.
Two thirds of the students at Clemson now participate
In one or more of the sports offered on the Intramural Program.
Participation is entirely voluntary.
Students are encouraged (to play
for the physical benefit and fun
that is open to all regardless of
athletic ability or skill. An Intramural Governing Board composed
of the Company Athletic Officers
and the Intramural Director map
out of the policies and functions of
the program. Team Managers are
In direct icharge of the various
teams.
GOOD COOPERATION
Through the foresight of Mr. P.
B. Holtzendorff and under the direction of Fred Kirchner the Program of Intramural Sports now
in operation at Clemson has been
made possible. The program could
never have reached its present proportions without the splendid spirit of cooperation shown by Dr. Lee
Milford, Dean of Student Health
and Physical Education; Mr. J. C.
Littlejohn, Business Manager; Mr.
Jess Neely, Head Coach; Col. R. J.
West, Commandant; Dr. E. "W.
Sikes, President; Mr. David Watson, Head of Service Department;
and the many Clemson students
.and friends who have generously
given of their time and energy
towards the development of this
•work.
RECORDS KEPT
"With the Student FERA Assistants
a
much
more
effective
piece of work has been done this
year than in previous years.
A
•complete record of all intramural
games played, writeups, pictures of
-various teams and individuals, and
information of interest is kept on
file and will be preserved from
year to year. An effort is being
made to include games and sports
that will best fit the temperament
and skill of participants.
A variety
of sports is offered including team
games both mild and vigorous,
sports of individual performance,
sports of high recreational value,
and sports requiring varying degrees of organization.
Numerous acts that are considered
innocent in all other civilized countries
are made criminal in America.—Brand
Whitlock.
Eugenics is supported by politically
minded scientists and scientifically minded politicians as an antidote to democracy.—Betrand Russell.

College Head Urges Young
Men to Attend Assembly
By DR. E. W. SIKES
Young men and young women
are consciously and unconsciously
influenced by leaders.
Being in
the presence of some men is ennobling.
From Lee and Jackson
went forth something that was not
seen but was felt. The secret of
the influence of Blue Ridge comes
from the leaders. It has been the
good fortune of those who have
spent some days there to come under the influence of such men. The
humble faithfulness of a Doctor
Weatherford or the scholarly attainment of a Doctor Kealer leave
an abiding influence. The subjects
they handle and the way they
handle them refresh and stimulate
and gurfte youth.
COMPANIONSHIP
The assembling of young men
from various colleges in a spiritual
atmosphere rouses the best. There
is good in every one but this good
often lies dormant.
To bring it
out, nothing equals companionship.
Inheritance may fail, instruction
may not instruct, but the company
kept is never neutral; it either elevates or declines. The associations
formed at Blue Ridge energize but.
do not enervate.
It has been a
power house for college campuses,
a service station that has recharged
many a battery.
ABSENCE OP AFFECTION
Youth is repelled by affection in
religion.
Youth is quick to see
pretense and display while hypocrisy is offensively repulsive.
At
Blue Ridge the life is normal, free,
and wholesome. You do not have
to try to appear good, nor sanctimonious. Exuberant life flows everywhere, and no one thinks you
are going to the Devil because you
disagree with him.
There is no
monastic seclusion, no Simon Stylites on his pillar, no Flaffelants
with stinging lash.
The religious
life os buoyant and exhilarating.
Fortunate is the young collegian
who sees life envisaged in this
way.
SEARCH FOR REALITY
The modern collegian wants reality. He will not feed on superstition nor pretend to be what
one is not.
He demands reality,
and woe betide the leader or companion who tries to put anything
else across. Blue Ridge is a school
of genuine questioning where you
are encouraged to speak out the
problems that confront you. It is
the clash of minds eager to find the
truth and the solution of difficulties. Jesus is made more real, His
teachings more practical, and His
life more the model and standard.
One cannot stay in Blue Ridge for
ten days and not feel ever afterwards that Jesus is indeed the way
and the light of the world.
INFLUENCE OF BLUE RIDGE
How far reaching the influence
of Blue Ridge has been may be
seen in the denominational assembly.
Every denomination is now
concerned in having some kind of
summer encampment for its youth.
For many years the denominations
neglected the training of their
youth.
Now in the vicinity of
Blue Ridge may be found, the Presbyterians at Montreat, the Baptists
at Ridgecrest, the Methodists at
Junaluska, the Episcopalians at
Kanuga, and the Associate Reformed Presbyterians at Bon Clarken, and others.
GOOD INVESTMENT
If a young collegian wants to

rvm

S. C.

W. B. McConnell, present student president of the YMCAi
who is being highly commended
for the admirable work he lias
done in Y work this year. He. will
be succeeded by R. C. Commander who zvas recently honored for
his three years of service.

CADETS ELIGIBLE FOR
ACTIVE OR ASSOCIATE
Y. M. C. A. MEMBERSHIP
Membership in the Clemson YM
CA is divided into Active and Associate, the difference being that
Active
membership
means just
what the word implies.
Those
who are interested in the use of
the building and its facilities, but
who are not actively engaged in
carrying on the work of the Association are known as Associate
members.
FIFTY PER CENT
When a student registers at the
college he is eligible for membership in the YMCA, but when the
membership campaign is made in
barracks he has an opportunity to
specify whether or not he desires
to be an active or an associate
member; all students are accorded
building privileges. Approximately
fifty per cent of the students have
expressed a desire to be actively
engaged in carrying on the work
of the Association. This does not
mean that the other fifty per cent
does not have an interest, but that
they are engaged in other activities that keep them busy or in
many instances because of lack
of time they have to decide what
things will claim most of the time
which they have to give to activities other than their studies.

Oscar Says
(Continued from page four)
__that Pic Brearley had a difficult
time getting the internes to release
Billy Dew when the jaunt through
the State Asylum had been completed.
-OSCAR SAY8-

__that we wonder where Bobby
Graham spent the night in Columbia on the above mentioned trip.
He says he had a "Capitol" time.

DLDE RIDGE WORKERS Benefits Of Blue
TO GATHjRIN AUGUST Ridge Outlined
Dr. Weatherford Invites Form- Is Royal Retreat for Thouser Students to Attend
ands of College Students
Reunion
By P. B. Holtzendorff
Blue Ridge is the Mecca of all
In a letter to YMCA Secretary
P. B. Holtzendorff, Dr. W. D. Southern college students. For 23
Weatherford, Blue Ridge Retreat years, groups of college men and
official, extends a cordial invitation college women from all the southto all former students and workers ern and southwestern colleges have
of the retreat to attend a reunion beea. meeting at this royal retreat
at Blue Ridge August 25 th to 31st. of the South. The place was orginally founded that college men and
His letter follows in part:
women might go there for inspiraMANY GRADUATES
"It is a glorious company—these tion, recreation, and fellowship.
college men and women who have During these 23 summers, more
worked and studied at Blue Ridge than 20,000 college men and woduring the last 23 summers. Many men have found joy and uplift at
of these are now full professors, this spot. One studept put it this
others are well-to-do business men. way: "A period at Blue Ridge is
All are doing worth while things. worth a half year in college without
They will meet at Blue Ridge Au- any exams at the end." Another
gust 25th to 31st, 1935, to re- student, now a Ph.D. and profescount old experiences, tell of recent sor at the University of Chicago,
victories, and get an inspiration and said: "I still maintain my stay at
a new vision for the future. There Blue Ridge was the great single
will be two wonderful lectures each period in my life." Doctor Mott,
day interpreting recent social and the world traveler and student
religious trends— and then there worker, once said that Blue Ridge
will be outdoor parties, indoor talk has the best equipped conference
fests, and a glorious good time. grounds in the world. To spend 10
Blue Ridge invites all former P. days there in fellowship with repWs. to be her guests in rooms for resentatives from 100 other colthe week, and bring your husband leges is to live a year in ten days,
or wife, if you have one. Meals in so rich is this period in vision, unthe cafeteria are ridiculously cheap. derstanding, and outlook.
Thousands of other people are
34TH ANNIVERSARY
"Twenty-five hundred of these renewed in mind, body, and spirit,
college men and women have served at Blue Ridge every summer. Loon the Blue Ridge staff in the last cated in the heart of the most rug23 years. This will be the (34t,h ged section of the Blue Ridge
anniversary of Blue Ridge, and the Mountains, it is the ideal vacation
34th anniversary of W. D. Weath- spot of North Carolina, the summer
erford's service of the YMCA. We playground of the South. The eshope to have at least five hundred tate covers sixteen hundred acres
back at this reunion. Plan to come of virgin forest, with crystal-clear
yourself, notify every one you know streams, and hillsides gorgeous with
who should come, and write the masses of rhododendron, azealea,
Registrar of YMCA Graduate School and mountain laurel. On our own
at Nashville, Tennessee, giving your ground are tennis courts, volley ball
address and that of other former courts, a beautiful lake for swimworkers. Let's have a big fellow- ming, boating, and fishing; and
miles of shady woodland trails for
ship gathering."
horseback riding and for hiking.
MANY CLEMSON MEN
Among the Clemson men who Every convenience is available—
have had scholarships and have comfortable rooms with or without
served on the staff at Blue Ridge baths; cozy housekeeping cottages;
during the past 15 years are: Mr. efficiency apartments; and an abunH. E. Robinson, State Student YM dance of excellent food. From Blue
CA Secretary for the State of Vir- Ridge, pleasant outings may be
ginia, Richmond, Va.; Capt. F. L. taken to many nearby points of
Parks; Prof. J. H. Sams, of the interest such as, Mount Mitchell,
University of Michigan; Messrs. P. the highest point east of the RockB. Holtzendorff, T. L. Vaughan, ies; Chimney Rock; beautiful Lake
J R. Cooper, W. S. Crawford, Wal- James and Lake Lure; Little Switzlace Fridy, of Clemson; Mr. Wade erland; Shumont Peak; the BiltBryant, Richmond, Va.; Mr. D. F. more Estates; Grove Park Inn; and
Folger who was later graduated Pisgah National Forest.
Blue Ridge is 15 miles east of
from Vanderbilt and Yale; Mr. Romaine Smith; Mr. O. H. McDaniel; Asheville, and two miles from
Mr. D. C. Hudgens; Prof. J. S. Car- Black Mountain, our railway staLocated on North Carolina
penter; Mr. J. S. Carpenter; Mr. J. tion.
M. Leland; Mr. Wade Perry; Mr. Highway No. 10, (U. S. Highway
W B. McConnell; Mr. Fred Kirch- No. 70), Blue Ridge is easily reachner; Mr. C. M. Littlejohn; Mr. R. ed by automobile over a network
H. Smith.
(Continued on page six)

CLEMSON UNIFORMS ARE MADE BY

WILLIAM G. ROWLAND, INC.
PHILADELPHIA

OSCAR SATS

as a parting shot we wish to
cast a bunch of orchids and all that
stuff to next years Taps Staff—the
photographers are already here
making snaps of the campus.
attend one of these assemblies no
parent could make a better investment than to help him go; no
church will rue such an expenditure; no benevolence will give
greater returns in the years to
come. Do you doubt it? Then seek
the testimony of those men who as
students in the years gone by had
the opportunity to attend.
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The Clemson College YMCA

OUTSTANDING LEADERS
LAUD YMCAACTIVITIES
Work of Campus Organization
Highly Commended by
Prominent Campus
Figures
"I have heard no criticism of
the social activities at the Y. On
the other hand I have heard many
express themselves as highly pleased with what is being done."
Dr. E. AV. Sikes, President.
"I feel that the Y is ;doing |a|
most commendable work for the
faculty and students at Clemson
and these social functions are becoming more popular each day. I
want to congratulate you and your
staff on the splendid manner in
which you are managing the Y,
and I believe it is doing a fine
work both spiritually and socially."
S. M. Martin, Chairman,
YMCA Advisory Board.

The modem YMCA plant on the campus which houses all forms of
recreation and entertainment for the students.
This structure serves the
students as a meeting /place, and is a real factor in the religious and social
life of the campus.

this year's outstanding contributions of the Y to student welfare
together with the intramural sports
program which was more recently
organized upon an efficient basis.
The weekend socials are a great
enjoyment to that host of students
who remain on the campus. I have
"The two rooms that you have
heard many commendable expresdeveloped for this social work are
sions as to their merit."
very attractive and lend themselves
Oscar G. Bawls, President,
well for the handling of small
Blue Key.
crowds. In fact, I think it is a
good thing that these crowds can
be held down fairly small, and am
"The weekly socials, intramural
sure you get better results in ev- sports, and other activities have
ery way, and having them fairly helped keep the life of the Clemoften you reach a great many stu- son student on a normal plane, a
dents and faculty members."
condition not found in many instiS. B. Earle, Dean, tutions in a similar geographical
School of Engineering. location. I trust the. Y will continue to play as important a part
"I regard the recent work of in Clemson life as it has done durSunday afternoon concerts by vis- ing my several years here."
iting organizations and the comGeorge Chaplin, Editor
pany socials on weekend nights as
THE TIGER, 1934
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ADVANTAGES OF BLUE
RIDGE ARE OUTLINED
(Continued from page five)
of hard-surfaced roads.
Special
railroad rates are offered every day
of the summer.
The YMCA Graduate School holds
its summer quarter of 12 weeks at
Blue Ridge.
This is a regularly
chartered
college
for
graduate
study, and work done here is credited by practically every college in
the country.
Courses in Physical
Education, Recreation, Play Leadership of Boys and Girls, Religious
Education, Philosophy of Religion,
Biblical Interpretation, Sociology,
Economics, International Relations,
Nature Study, and others, are given. A number of eminent instructors from different colleges in the
South as well as the entire faculty
of the YMCA Graduate School teach
in this summer quarter.

BUILDING COMMITTEE
PROPOSES ADDITION TO
SMALL YMCA CHAPEL
A Building Committee composed
of Mr. J. C. Littlejohn, Prof. R. E.
Lee, and Mr. P. B. Holtzendortf,
was named at the last meeting of
the governing board of the Clemson
YMCA by Prof. S. M. Martin, chairman of the Board. This building
commiittee has under advisement the
enlargement of the present auditor
ium of the Y. Professor Lee has
presented several blue prints for
the consideration of Doctor Sikes,
Mir. Littlejohn, and Mr. Holtzendorit. It js quite possible that this
much needed addition will be made
during the next few months, provided the plan is approved by the
Board of Trustees and that financial arrangements can be made for
the retirement of this indebtedness.
A larger auditorium is very much
needed, particularly when there are
visiting musicians on the campus,
for Sunday night vesper programs,
for the free picture programs that
are run each week for the cadets,
and quite often when we have outstanding pictures on our regular
picture program.
The man of well-tempered character is unacquainted with laziness,
or, at any rate, if he feels the approach of lassitude he never abandons himself to it.—Doumer.

•PEP ON m
THE MR
RUTH ETTING and
her melody
RED NICHOLS
and his
rhythm

COLLEGE PROM
miss the "prom" next Friday. More thrills at college. More
beautiful songs. More dancing
music. Kellogg's College Prom
▼isits a different famous campus
every week and brings you the
excitement and merriment of a
party.
Be sure to tune in each Friday
night. And don't forget, every
day. "Keep going with PEP1"

DON'T

EVERY
FRIDAY
O.3O

NIGHT

Daylight Time

WJZ Network—N. B. C

Vexed by a Viol-Insect? *
.. •

&&Afa?i Ola (1^O/CJ(

This young lady records the meaningless syllables spoken by the man.

A ND, "How does kib like that?" Such questions sound
-t\ senseless — yet they play an important part in
making articulation tests on new types of telephone
apparatus at Bell Telephone Laboratories.
In making these tests, 6336 meaningless syllables
are spoken — while observers record what they hear.
Comparison of sounds actually spoken with those heard,
shows how well the new apparatus reproduces the many
sounds of which speech is composed.
Such thoroughness is typical of Bell System methods.
Years of inventing, improving and testing have led to

When a silly serenader shatters your nerves
with sour notes . . . don't let it sour your
disposition. Just light a smooth Old Gold.
The harmony of its choice tobaccos will
make the most dismal discords seem sweet.

the apparatus which transmits your words so clearly.
Why not say "'Hello" to Mother and
Dad tonight? Bargain rates, on station-to-station calls after 8:30 P. M.

BELL TELEPHONE
AT TRYING TIMES .... TRY A S^moctk OLD GOLD

SYSTEM
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LEAD IN STATE RACE

PROVE POPULAR HERE

SPORTS

RETAINED BY TIGERS

M THE fWtSS BOX
'ZrtXfc iJ./u.

In the last war you had a horrible
time; the next is inconceivable, and yet
the world is going on steadily, horribly, stupidly marching to the next war,
singing the songs of peace and preparing for war.—David Lloyd George.

=v-

INTRAMURAL SPORTS

We must not scorn, but study Russia. We must think along new lines.—
President Farrand of Cornell.

Mentality and morality together constitute character.—-Rev. Denis B. Cole-

Repression is the bete noir of the
Mankind makes it most egregious
fashionable psychologist—Dr. David S. errors in times of prosperity.—Charles
Muzzey.
G. Dawes.
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Conditions for the State Track
.and Field Meet last Friday and
Saturday couldn't have been better
if they had been made to order.
The track was in fine shape, the
■weather was just right, the crowd
was in good spirits, and every single one of the contestants seemed
to be primed for the occasion. And
a prime occasion it was too with
records falling in the high hurdles
and javelin hy Carter and Blackwell, Clemjson men, and the discus
and 440 by Fur man and Presbyterian, respectively, with Carter taking
individual scoring honors and the
Tigers breezing out for an all-time
record for the total points amassed
by one team.
71 5/6 points is
truly some score foT one team to
make in any meet, but in a statewide competition it's something
else.
Clemson showed up well enough but it was indeed unfortunate that Folger was unable to compete in the finals
after again injuring his ankle
when he fell during the Friday
low hurdle prelims. And too,
the mile event would have been
much more spectacular had
•Green not been run out and his
ankle injured on the first turn;
however, the managers taped
him up and he pushed Bill
•Clark, P. C. ace, all the way
in the half mile just barely
being nosed out at the finish;
and to finish up his day's activities Green ran the second
lap in the relay.
Coach Frank Howard had quite
a bit of excellent sophomore material this year, but probably the
"natural" of the bunch is Robert
A. Carter, who tied the record for
the high hurdles with a time of
15.5 on Friday and tnen came back
in the finals with a breath-taking
race of 15.4 for a new state record.
Carter also finished first in the lows
and took a second in the high jump
with a leap of 6 feet; and with
these 13 points he won the cup
for high scorer.
Of course the relay is always exciting but Presbyterian's quarter
and half miler Clark took the bo<juet for the thrillers when he finished first in the 4 40 with a time
of 50.9, having broken his last
year's 50.5 record Friday with a
time of 50.2, and then ran a spectacular 880 in one second over the
record.
Clark was to have run
anchor in the relay but he was in
no condition after those two runs.
In the relay Herlong led his
P. C. opponent by a short distance all the way, but in crossing over to the right on the exchange lane lost a bit and
Green was a few yards behind when Wall got hold of
the baton.. This distance was
closed up partly by Wall, but
things looked a little hopeless
when Robertson took it with
the Blue Stocking almost to
the first turn.
Yet, Robbie
stepped out and on the back
stretch was close on the heels
of the leader holding his pace.
Then as the two rounded the
turn the Tiger representative
edged out in front and breezed
across with a few feet to spare.
Captain Bubber Blackwell did

more than his part in his final meet
by establishing a new record for
his javelin toss. He threw it 8.5
inches further than Freeman's last
year's record of 184 feet 1 inch.
Some of the prettiest pole vaulting
we've ever seen was done by Beck
of Newberry with a top flight of
12 feet 3 inches. Though not a
record, it was a real treat to see
the Indian soar over the cross bar.
Al Snyder did some fine work too
when he tied with the Citadel representative for a second place at
12 feet. Snyder's best of the season had been about 11, but it looks
as if everyone does his heat on
the P. C. track and field.
The record-breaking discus
throw took the prize for the
meet, however, when King of
Furman heaved the disc 135
feet 8 1/16 inches to break
Tom Craig's old record by 1/16
inch... When it comes to measuring distances that well all we
can say is "some judges".
Dr. John McSween made a snappy little welcoming speech to open
the Saturday afternoon festivities
afer the National Anthem had been
played and the flag raised.
The
various teams marching in under
their colors looked just like a miniature Olympiad. Perhaps the most
amusing thing was the announcer
who consistantly made breaks and
errors over 'the amplifying system
that was installed, however, it was
a fine thing to the spectators (the
amplifier—not the announcer) Friday during the mile preliminary
race the lovely strains of "W]ith
Every Breath I Take" came floating across the field to pep up the
entries.
And the freshmen did mighty
well too in taking their state
meet. Ed Kitchens tied the
high hurdle record with a 16.9
time and won the high scoring
honors by garnering 16 1/4
points.
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Sunday, May 12th
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REMEMBER HER WITH A SUITABLE GIFT
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CANDY
A complete line of Beautiful Mother's Day Candy—
Reasonably priced from 49 cents a Pound up—
We will wrap and mail it for you. Make your selection early.

j^
^
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CARDS

I

A selection supreme of Mother's Day Cards

<&

OTHER GIFTS

I

Glo-Lamps—Whistling Kettles in Copper, Aluminum and
Chromium. Stationary—Mother's Day Packages

X. (5. QJlZazlin
*3)zMa (Bompcmu, dnc.
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner

The Otticial College Book and Supply Store
PHONE 75

CLEMSON COLLEGE, S. C.
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WHEN A MAN BITES A DOG —
INTERVIEW BOTH PARTIES

JOURNALISM
WHEN A DOG BITES A MAN, IT I5NT
NEWS —UNLESS THE MAN 15 A BIG
SHOT. THEN VOU SHOULD GET THE <
DOG'S PICTURE

%., EXTRA^EXtRA/ •
THE BE5T NEWS 5MOKER5 HAVE
EVER HAD IS THAT PRINCE ALBERT
IS MILD .MELLOW, AND
NEVER BITES THE TONGUE
THAT SMOKES IT./—"L

A..'
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too took firsts in many meets, King

TIGER GRAD APPOINTED
being his only oonquer- CLEMSON VIGTOR IN
MANY CINDER STARS ofer Furman
AS JUDGE OF PROBATE
this year. He took second to
Craig's state record heave last
RECENTJTATE MEET After 16 years as Deputy Judge
END TRACK CAREERS Tom
year.
An all-round athlete and
(Continued from page 1)
was a conaistant dash man, placing behind Lynn in every meet and
taking a fourth place in the state
gathering at Clinton. This year he
breezed along in every meet with
times of about 10 seconds, but last
weekend at the State meet ha cut
it down to 9.8 and did equally as
well in the 220.
ROBINSON STEADY
Robbie has scored many points
lor the Bengals in his three years
on the varsity, as a 440 man, a
broad jumper, and as a dependable
anchor on the relay team. Unfortunately Robbie was not able to win
out over his arch enemy Clark of
P. C. who always managed to best
the Tiger quarter miler at every
meeting.
He certainly wound up
his track with a colorful last lap
in the relay.
GOOD HIGH-JUMPER
MoMahon really came through
for Clemson throughout the entire
season, sweating and laboring hard
every afternoon in order to clear
those few extra inches which he
pulled up to six feet 1.5 inches in
the Furman conflict. Mac was just
a high jumper, but he was good
for five points in any meet.
MI/LARD AGAIN
There need be no speech made
about Little Bill Dillard as everyone knows what he did and what
lie was capable of doing.
Shotputting was his specialty and he

good in everything.
RLACKWELL FINISHES
Bubber Blackwell finished up this
year by setting a state record which
will probably stand for a few years
at least. His javelin performances
were flawless during his stay at
Clemson and his laps in the relays
of last year were well worth waiting for.
Altman was a steady distance
man from his first meet and although not spectacular was a hard
worker and untiring in all his efforts to bring victory to Clemson
in his 2-mile run.
Ken Ackis also was a reliable
man this season, placing in almost
every contest but having hard luck
in the preliminaries last week.

FIFTEEN TRACKSTERS TO
ENTER SOUTHERN MEET

;Continued from page one)
inch, by Captain Blackwell of
Clemson with a javelin heave of
184 feet 9.5 inches, and high scorer Bob Carter who set a new time
of 15.4 seconds in the 120 high
hurdles for the Tigers.
EXCITING CONTEST
The entire contest was full of
excitement and breath-taking events and was well attended by
track patrons who journeyed from
all parts of the state to witness a
truly fine show put on by the
cream of the Palmetto athletes. The
meet was run off without a hitch
from the time the flag was run up
and Dr. John MjcSween, president
of P. C, made his short opening
address, until the presentation ot
the trophies and the lowering of
our red, white, and blue banner.

It is inevitable that the entire
banking system must be socialized
in the public interest.—Prof. Colston Warne.

of Probate, Judson H. Smith, a
The world as it is has been humanly
former Clemson student, was re- remade.—Dr. Minot Simmons.
cently appointed' Judge of Probate
at Columbia.
Mr. Smith fills a
vacancy caused by the appointment
to the South Carolina Bench of G.
Duncan Bellinger, also a Clemson
man, under whom he had been
working.

FOR

E. L. "Cat" Randle, a Clemson
graduate of the Class of '15, is
now with the Electrical Division
of the Colt Repeating Arms Company. His territory at present includes Florida, North and South
Carolina, Alabama, and Georgia.

JUNIOR - S E N IOR

WHITE SHOES
WIDE DANCE SASHES
SATURDAY DANCES— Slacks—Never-Wilt Shirts
Anklets and White Flannels
SEE

HOKE SLOAN
Juniors, use your ROTC Credit
3MH«KP«B«ffaBTOra>^^

MISSISSIPPI STATE STAGES
After he finishes with the intraBIG ROTC DEMONSTATION
mural track and field events on
next Wednesday Coach Howard will
The State College of Mississippi
prepare to journey to Durham
Send your clothes to us to be cleaned with the
is sponsoring a Military Carnival
where the Southern Conference
latest
equipment, we can assure you that the work
on May 15.
The ROTC unit ix.
i'
Track and Field Meet is scheduled
this school is anxious to give the
will be of the best.
on the 17th and 18th at the Dukt.
public a chance to see the boys .in
Stadium.
Howard will take 15
action.
The demonstration is to
Service with a smile
men along to be entered in 12 include military calisthenics, wall
events.
scaling, regimental retreat parade,
and probably an exhibition drill by
The demonMany men* are paying more to fail the crack company.
to put a little golf ball in a hole than stration is to be staged at night
they are spending on their children's under the lights of the athletic
igKMBKlgreEgSaHIg^^
education.—Prof. Frank Roscoe.
field.

Bleckley's Dry Cleaners

Ihere is no need for a
lot of whangdoodle talk
about cigarettes
—just plain common-sense
When you stop to think about
your cigarette—what it means to
you — here's about the wav von
look at it—
Smoking a cigarette gives a lot
of pleasure—it always has.
People have been smoking and
enjoying tobacco in some form or
another for over 400 years.
Of course you want a cigarette
to be made right. And naturally
you want it to be mild. Yet you
want it to have the right taste —
and plenty of it.
In other words—you want it
to Satisfy.

Scientific methods and ripe mild tobaccos make Chesterfield a milder
and better-tasting cigarette. We
believe you will enjoy them.

© 1935, LIGGSTT & MYEM TOBACCO CO.

